SPMS Open Water Referee and Open Water Services Coordinator Supplies Proposal

General description: Seeking approval of supplies to aid in performance of duties by SPMS Open Water Referee and Open Water Services Coordinator.

Outline of Supplies Needed:

- Table for use by Open Water Services Coordinator at open water swim events.
- Overhead SPMS/USMS logo banner sign to attach to table set up by Open Water Services Coordinator at open water swim events and to be also used as needed at other types of events.
- Device for attaching overhead sign to table.
- Table drape with SPMS/USMS logo to attach to table set up by Open Water Services Coordinator at open water swim events and to be also used as needed at other types of events.
- Binoculars for referee to observe swimmers during open water swim events.
- Tripod for starting system to be used by referee during open water swimming and to also be used as needed at pool events.
- USMS branded swim caps for Open Water Services Coordinator to hand out at open water swim events.

Cost Estimates:

- Table $55 (approved by executive committee and purchased for use at Newport Pier to Pier swim)
- Sign $65
- Device to Attach Overhead Sign to Table $50
- Table Drape $139
- Binoculars $75
- Tripod $200
- USMS Swim Caps $1.95 per cap (can get 50 caps for $88, 100 caps for $176, 200 caps for $258 [prices include 10% discount for large quantity orders])